Systematic optimisation of coupled microwave-assisted extraction-solid phase extraction for the determination of pesticides in infant milk formula via LC-MS/MS.
An extraction method consisting of both microwave-assisted extraction (MAE) and solid phase extraction (SPE) was developed to extract pesticides of different polarities in infant milk formula. An experimental central face composite design was established to evaluate the effects of several MAE variables simultaneously such as temperature and pH of extractant. With Derringer desirability function, all pesticides were optimally extracted at 102 °C within 20 min with 4.56 mL of extractant consisting of 0.1% of water in methanol at pH 12. Extraction efficiency was subsequently analysed with LC-MS/MS. The extraction recoveries ranging from 72% to 111% were obtained for all pesticides at fortification level of 5-100 μg kg(-1) with relative standard deviations (RSDs) of less than 8%. Compared with Soxhlet/SPE, the MAE/SPE method utilised less solvent and higher recoveries were achieved with a shorter extraction time.